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Prior to Arraignment
When is My Court Hearing?
• Citation: At the bottom of the citation
• Summons: Court date is on the document itself
• Warrant: You will be seen within 72 hours of being booked into the jail.

What if I just want to pay my Citation?
• As long as it is not a must appear charge you can pay your citation as follows:
• In person: 201 N. David Street 5th Floor of the Hall of Justice at the Casper Municipal Court
• Phone: 1.877.794.1215
• Online: www.caspertix.com
• Mail: Casper Municipal Court 200 N. David Street, Casper, WY 82601

What if I need to make a payment arrangement?
• Either:
• Come to the Court Window at 201 N. David Street 5th Floor of the Hall of Justice
• Go to your hearing

• Officer's are called and an
investigation is performed.
• Individuals are either cited or
reports are given to the City
Prosecutor to determine if
charges are filed. Either a
summons or warrant will issue.

Contact with Law
Enforcment

Forfeit or Must
Appear
• All offenses either have
bonds that can be forfeited to
the court in lieu of
appearance or
• Must Appear Citations
require the Defendant appear
in front of the Judge.

• Constitutional Rights are
read to Defendants
• Individual Charges are
read to Defendant.
• Judge takes a plea:
Guilty, Not Guilty, No
Contest

Arraignment
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Arraignment
What is going to happen?
• You will sign a Statement of Constitutional Rights
• If you have any questions about your rights or the charges against you, ask the Judge.
• Enter a plea.
• If you need a payment arrangement, make sure to ask the Judge.

• Admitting what is alleged in the
citation or information.
• Judge will ask you to make a sworn
statement of what happened.
• Judge will Sentence according to
law or if there is a victim continue
sentencing to a later date.

No Contest
Plea
• Not admitting or denying what is
alleged.
• Typically used if there is a potential
for a civil suit (Vehicle accident)
• Judge will sentence according to
law or if there is a victim continue
sentencing to a later date

• You want to dispute the
charges against you.
• You can hire your own
attorney, represent
yourself OR if the offense
is jailable request a court
appointed attorney.

Guilty Plea

Not Guilty
Plea

Can I have a Court Appointed Attorney?
• Only if the offense is subject to jail time. Offenses resulting in jail time include:
• Driving While Under the Influence
• 2nd offense Assault and Battery
• 2nd offense Shoplifting or Petit Larceny
• 2nd offense Property Damage or Destruction
• 2nd offense Interference with a Peace Officer, Resisting Arrest
• Minor in Possession
• 2nd offense Disturbing the Peace
• Probation Revocation
• Failure to Comply with a Court Order
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Do I have to pay for my Court Appointed Attorney?

Yes, the court will assess payment for the Court Appointed Attorney at Sentencing unless no ability to
pay can be proven.

What do I do if I can’t get a Court Appointed Attorney?
•

Hire your own attorney. The Wyoming State Bar provides a list of all attorneys in your area,
call them at 307.632.9061

•

Low Income Options
•

Equal Justice of Wyoming www.legalhelpwy.org.

•

Legal Aid of Wyoming http://www.lawyoming.org

•

Wyoming Free Legal Answers https://wyoming.freelegalanswers.org/

•

University of Wyoming College of Law Legal Clinics Defender Aid Program
307.766.3223

•

Wyoming State Bar Modest Means Program
•

P.O. Box 109
Cheyenne, WY 82003
Fax: (307) 632-3737
brobinson@wyomingbar.org

What do I do if I am eligible for a Court Appointed Attorney?
•

•

Fill out the Court Appointed Attorney application available at the Court window. YOU MUST
INCLUDE:
•

Pay Stubs

•

Rent Receipts

•

Utility Bills

•

All other Bills

•

Child Support Ordered or Received

•

State or Federal Assistance Received

If you do not provide a completed packet your application will be DENIED.

What do I do after my application is approved?
•

Wait for your attorney to contact you.

•

Ensure that the Court has a current mailing address and telephone number.
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Prior to Trial
Can I have a Jury Trial?
•

Only offenses subject to a jail term qualify for Jury Trials. If you have an attorney, they will need
to file the necessary paperwork. If you do not have an attorney and the offense you are charged
with carries a potential jail term, please submit a request in writing requesting a Jury Trial.

What is a Bench Trial?
•

The Judge hears all of the evidence and makes a decision.

What do I need to do to represent myself?
•

Just because you can represent yourself does not mean you should. It is very important that you
learn about what is at stake in your case, and what you will be expected to do and know in order
to handle it on your own.

•

You may need a lawyer if…









•

You have a complicated case or a case that may become complicated (but keep in mind
you may not always realize a case is or could be complicated without talking to a lawyer).
You want legal advice.
You want to discuss strategies for your case, like where to file your lawsuit, whether to file a
response, whether to ask for a jury, and many other decisions that will come up during the
case.
You want a confidential attorney-client relationship.
You are worried that the other side will not “play fair” (a lawyer is more likely to notice this
and know what to do).
You are going to have a jury trial, and there are complicated decisions to make, from
choosing a jury to knowing how to present a case to a jury most effectively.
You are too close emotionally to the case and have a hard time seeing things objectively.

You may not need a lawyer if...







Your case is straightforward and there is no opposing side (like in a petition to change your
name) or the other side and you are in agreement about everything (like an uncontested
stepparent adoption or a guardianship of a child where everyone agrees).
You understand all your options and can make informed choices about your case.
You are willing to learn and understand the law and the rules and procedures that apply to
our case.
You can spend time to prepare your case.
You can follow written instructions and work on your own.
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Tips for Representing Yourself
Here are some basic steps you can take to make sure you are prepared to represent yourself in
court:



Read about the law that applies to your case. Do research at the local public library.
Make sure you follow the court procedures. To do this, you must read the laws that affect your
case in the Wyoming Rules of Criminal Procedure and the Wyoming Rules of Evidence.

Not being a lawyer and not knowing the law is not an excuse for not following court procedures.









Keep track of all deadlines — especially deadlines for filing papers and providing copies to the
City Attorney’s Office. If you miss these deadlines, you may lose your case.
Go to the courtroom where your hearing will be and watch some cases. You can learn:
o Where the parties sit;
o How to explain your case to the judge; and
o How much time each side has to talk.
Be prepared for your court hearing. Have copies of:
o All the papers you filed;
o All the papers the other side served you with; and
o Anything you have not served on the other side but want to use in court. If you have
exhibits (like photos or letters you want to show the court), you must mark each one
with a label (Exhibit 1, etc.) and make sure they are organized.
Act professionally in court. Explain your side briefly and clearly. Do not talk about issues that
do not support your case.
Be realistic about what the judge can and cannot do. Make sure you understand what legal
relief you can get in your case and focus on that.
Show respect for the judge, the court clerks, and other people in the courtroom. Do not
interrupt the judge or the other side. Do not make personal attacks against the other side.

Risks of representing yourself




The biggest risk is that you lose your case because (1) you are unable to follow all the required
procedures to bring your case to trial so your case is dismissed, or (2) once you get to trial,
you cannot meet all the technical requirements to prove your case.
You will be responsible for understanding the Wyoming Rules of Criminal Procedure and the
Wyoming Rules of Evidence.

How do I get the videos/reports/other materials pertaining to my case?


Fill out a request for discovery form or write a letter to the court asking for discovery and bring
it to the court window to file. You will need to take a copy to the City Attorney’s Office.
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How do I get my witnesses to Court?



Come to the Court window to fill out a subpoena packet.
If you do not subpoena your witnesses, you will be required to proceed without them if they
decide not to show up.
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Trial
What is the Process at the Trial?

Opening
Statements

City's Case

Defendant's
Case

Judge
Decides the
Case

Closing
Statements

Opening Statement:
Please note that an opening statement is not testimony or evidence that can be considered in the
judge’s verdict. It just gives you an opportunity to generally state what you think your side of the case
will show. Often, both parties waive opening statements.

City’s Case
Because the Prosecutor has the burden of proof, he will present his evidence first. This will be in
testimony and/or documents or other evidence which support the charges against you.
The prosecutor will be required to show you any evidence or documents. The judge will ask you if you
have any objections. These must be based on the Wyoming Rules of Evidence and have a legal basis.
You will have the opportunity to cross examine any of the City’s witnesses, which means you get to ask
them yes or no questions within the scope of what they just testified to.
Do not argue with the witnesses, you will have the ability to explain your side during your presentation.
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Defendants Case
You can present any evidence, witnesses or testify if you wish to do so. If you do testify you will be
waiving your right to remain silent and anything you say can and will be used against you during the
trial. You will also be subject to the cross examination by the prosecutor.
If you have evidence, show it to the prosecutor so that they can see what you are going to try to present.
The Judge will ask the prosecutor if there are any objections.

Closing Statement
After all the testimony, the judge will ask if the Prosecutor wants to make a Closing Argument where he
can summarize all the evidence. The Prosecutor will give his reasons for the judge to find you guilty.
After the Prosecutor has made his Closing Argument, then you can make your Closing Argument which
sums up your reasons, based on the evidence, for the judge to find you not guilty.

Judge Decides the Case
The judge will render a Verdict which means they will decide whether you are guilty or not guilty. The
judge may sentence you on the trial date or they may hold over sentencing for another date. If you are
found not guilty, the judge will give you information on how to go about expunging your record through.
At this point, your trial is over.
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Other General Information
Can court staff help me?

Can
• Refer you to resources and other sources of
information
• Direct you to forms, examples, and other court related
information.
• Answer basic procedural questions

CANNOT
•
•
•
•

Give Legal Advice
Draft or prepare any documents
Review documents or forms for accuracy
Help you in court.

Can someone other than an attorney come and help me at my trial?
No. That is the unauthorized practice of law and is not allowed in the State of Wyoming.

If I got a traffic ticket what will that do to my driving record or my license?
Please call the Wyoming Department of Transportation at 307.777.4800.

If I got a DUI, how do I get my license back?
Please call the Wyoming Department of Transportation at 307.777.4800.
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What is the process if someone posted bond for me?






The bond posted is held by the Court to ensure that the Defendant appears for their scheduled
hearings. If you post bond for someone YOU are responsible in making sure that they appear
for Court.
After sentencing the bond will be eligible for release back to the poster, it will be processed
through the Court finance department and returned within 30-45 days.
If the bond poster agrees, the bond can be used to pay off fines and costs by either marking
the appropriate boxes on the bond form or by coming to the Court window.
It is the responsibility of the bond poster to make sure that an accurate mailing address and
telephone number is on file with the Court for the return of the bond money.

What are the functions of the individuals in the Court process?

Judge

Prosecuting
Attorney

• Applies the law to the case.
• Oversees the legal process
• Impose the sentence as it relates to the criminal offense, and orders the Defendant to Pay Restitution.

• Represents the City of Casper in criminal court cases.
• Does not represent Defendants
• Acts as the prosecutor for city ordinance violations.
• Seeks justice in prosecuting criminal offenses.
• Uses their discretion to determine if charges will be dismissed, a plea deal will be reached or the case will be
prosecuted.

• Only applies if the defendant hires their own attorney or if the offense is jailable pursuant to City Ordinane.
• Represents the Defendant to the criminal process and negotiates with the prosecuting attorney.
Defense Counsel

Casper Police
Department

• Responds to the scene and determines if a criminal act occurred.
• Cites the Defendant
• Colelcts evidence and submits evidence to the Prosecuting Attorney
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Reading Citations
Court

Citation Number

Charge and Bond amount for each charge

Court date and time and citation is marked
that it can be paid instead of appearing

If this is marked you MUST come to Court

Total Amount on all charges to be paid

